Panel: International Initiatives

The Panelists

• Carly Scott  
  *CEO, Equatorial Launch Australia*

• Sahba El-Shawa  
  *Systems AIT Engineer, Innovative Solutions in Space*

• Carlos Augusto Teixeira de Moura  
  *President, Brazilian Space Agency*

• Shaun D’Mello  
  *VP – Launch, Rocket Labs*

• Matt Austin  
  *International Programme Policy Lead, UK Space Agency*
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Moderator: David Shaw

- Director @ Aerospace Education Competitions (AEC)
  - We get high school students to design space settlements
  - Almost 40-yr old global event, offering students a taste of ‘real world’ engineering experience and the opportunity to be mentored by industry professionals.
  - Learn More: [www.spaceset.org](http://www.spaceset.org)

- Advisor @ Afwerx (Dept of the Air Force Innovation Centre)
  - Accelerating industry and investor partnerships through key innovation sectors
  - Focused on Technology, Talent, and Transitions within the US Air and Space Forces
  - Learn More: [https://afwerx.com/](https://afwerx.com/)